Now Is the Time to Focus on What’s Next.
We’ll Help You Get There.
It’s not enough to just cope with change. Teams must embrace it and accelerate
toward the next normal. Now is time to focus on what’s next.
KRW’s Accelerator Leadership Series program for leadership teams applies proprietary
Return on Character ® research, published by Harvard Business Review Press, to
accelerate your team’s development and ensure you are aligned and strategically
locked in on what is most important for your business.
Our approach is ideal for these times. Your team will choose and focus its attention on
one of four organization outcomes that our research has identified to be of paramount
importance now:

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• KPIs and early indicators to measure the Return on desired outcomes
• Data-driven action plan for the team and each team member that is aligned with
the collective team focus
• Implementation support for 60 days
• Online diagnostics and pulse checks via facilitated video modules and one-on-one
coaching sessions
• Hassle-free program management so participants can focus on short targeted
homework assignments and show up fully for the online modules

PROGRAM EXPERIENCE
• Six 90 to 120-minute online modules facilitated by master KRW consultants
• Two 30 minute 1:1 coaching sessions for each team member (for up to 8 team
members)
• Instructive eBooks and short videos
• Personal workbook and action plan for each team member
• Insight notes and session documentation throughout
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ROC Accelerator Series
PRE-DIAGNOSTIC TO SELECT FOCUS ON
Confidence in
Leadership

Innovation

Supports workforce
engagement and
drives
organizational
loyalty

Creates a flexible
environment
aimed at growth
and new ways of
doing business

Enables
adaptability and
focus during
times of crisis
and/or change

FACILITATION OPTIONS
1.5 Day In-Person
Session

OR

Digital
Readiness

Resilience

Customized Virtual
Version

Ensures the
organization has
the right frame for
transforming to a
digital mindset

+ ADD-ONS:
• Team Dynamics
Session
• Ad-Hoc Coaching

DATA EXPLORATION + ELEVATION
Your Selected
Focus

Assessment Report & KPI Identification Tool
Keystone Focus Options
Outcomes based on structured processes for:
• Reviewing and summarizing results
• Qualifying and selecting a Keystone Focus
• Creating an Elevation Plan with defined metrics

OUTCOMES & SUCCESS
Progress & alignment around defined success metrics
The most efficient path to achieving your objective
Open dialogue with your senior team
Awareness of senior leadership perception
Opportunities for transformation and sustainability
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